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Measurement Framework Compendium Presentation 
The present compendium tries and synthesises all the supporting work carried out from 
January till November 2005 in the elaboration of eGEP measurement framework, in terms of 
data gathering, literature review, analysis and discussion. It contains all the details that for 
reason of space are left out in the Measurement Framework final report, but which are cited 
and referenced in such report. 

Section 1 reflects the awareness of eGEP work with respect to the importance of countries 
peculiarities. The logic of measurement rests on the simple fact that what you measure 
depends on which strategic objectives you pursue. Therefore it is evident that national 
peculiarities shape the measurement targets for which indicators must be developed and limit 
the applicability of a general rigid measurement framework suitable for all 25 Member States. … 

Section 2 presents an extensive but still synthetic, if compared to the work carried out in 
support of the Measurement Framework, overview of the state of play. This overview includes 
first the discussion of the challenges of measuring outputs and outcomes of the Public Sector 
in general, then a specific discussion of the challenges for eGovernment measurement. It then 
proceeds with the mentioned general overview of studies and reports and with the comparative 
analysis of running methodologies and concludes with the lessons learnt from this work. 

Section 3 discusses in some details the issue of the sources of data needed for the 
measurement indicators and devotes a particular attention the topic of measuring users’ 
satisfaction and service quality. Here all the detail supporting the proposal and assessment of 
indicators contained in the Measurement Framework report are presented. 

Finally Section 4 provides the theoretical underpinning of eGEP Measurement Framework 
Implementation Methodology. 

1. Country Peculiarities and the Logic of Measurement 

1.1. Context Matters 

… 

1.2. Identifying Measurement Targets 

… 

In fact, the first step in building a measurement framework is to define the overall objective(s) 
of the projects and/or programmes to be measured and its basic components. The first and 
foremost important condition that a measurement framework must meet is that its indicators 
are relevant to the mission objectives or end-results pursued.5 To put it differently “...at their 
most basic level, mission-aligned measurement framework are intended to clearly define 
‘enhanced value’.”6 

…  

 

 

5 See, for instance, Hatry, H., Performance Measurement: Getting Results, Washington, D.C., Urban 
Institute Press, 1999. 

6 Carl DeMaio (ed.), Creating A Performance Based Electronic Government, (Reference # 15 in table 2 
below and in Annex A) 
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1.3. Hints from European Commission and Member States 
With respects to the objectives and the corresponding impacts to be selected as target for 
measurement can be found, first of all in European Commission eGovernment Communication, 
as well as in other documents referenced in the Communication, such as the Lisbon Strategy 
and the eEurope action plans (2002 and 2005). Exhibit 3 below outlines the main hints 
contained in the Communication, whereas in Exhibit 4, integrating the Communication with 
other relevant EU policy documents, illustrates an extensive unstructured list of 
objectives/impacts at different level of abstraction is derived. 

Analysing the most recent publicly available eGovernment strategy and more general policy 
documents for all of 25 EU Member States, we identified a list of declared eGovernment 
objectives as well as what seems to be, at least form the documents reviewed, the current 
priority focus of major initiatives. Table 1 in next page summarises this work using the follo-
wing notation: the icon indicates declared objectives, whereas the icon indicates that a 
particular objective is also the current priority focus of major initiatives. The objectives plotted in 
the table columns are our conceptual re-organisation from the analysed document in the sense 
that we aggregated under a number of labels objectives that in our view, although phrased 
differently, belonged to the same group.  

Indeed the indications from the EU documents and from the analysis of Member States 
eGovernment objectives (Table 1), are fairly exhaustive, but do no provide an overall structure 
organising the various elements into a general model …  

 
Exhibit 3 Extracts from eGovernment Communication (COM(2003)567) 
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– On page 4 – – On page 4 – Deliver better 

quality services Efficiency 

 

..good practices 
show that 

eGovernment is a 
powerful means 

indeed to 

Reduce waiting
times 

Improve cost 
effectiveness 

Raise 
productivity 

Improve 
transparency &
accountability 

–On page 7 – 

eGovernment is defined as the 
use of ICT in public 

administrations combined with 
organisational change and new 

skills in order to improve 

P u bl i c  
Services 

Democratic 
processes 

And strengthen support to 

P u bl i c  
policies 

Service quality 

With 
unchanged or
even reduced

budget 

..administrations 
are facing the 
challenge of 

improving 

Productivity 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) can help
public administrations to cope with the many challenges... the
focus should be on the use of ICT combined with organisational

change and new skills ... This is what eGovernment is about 

–On page  8  –  

O p e n  a n d  
transparent 

eGovernment enables
the public sector to 

maintain and 
strengthen good 

governance in the 
knowledge society. 
This means a public 

sector 

At the service 
of all 

Delivering maximum value
for taxpayers’ money
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Exhibit 4 Unstructured List of Relevant Items from Relevant EU documents 

•  G D P  g r o w t h  

•  E m p l o y m e n t  g r o w t h  

•  I n c r e a s e d  s o c i o - e c o n o m i c  c o h e s i o n  

•  O p e n n e s s ,  t r a n s p a r e n c y  &  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  
•  M a x i m u m  v a l u e  f o r  t a x p a y e r s ’  m o n e y  

•  Q u a l i t y  o f  s e r v i c e s  

•  R e d u c t i o n  o f  w a i t i n g  t i m e s  

•  B e t t e r  c o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s  

•  S e r v i c e  t o  a l l  

•  Q u a l i t y  o f  l i f e  

•  C o m p e t i t i v e n e s s  

•  C o o p e r a t i o n  a m o n g  a d m i n i s t r a t i o n  

•  I n c l u s i v e n e s s  

•  R e d u c t i o n  o f  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  b u r d e n  

•  E f f i c i e n c y  a n d  p r o d u c t i v i t y  

•  S o c i o - e c o n o m i c  d e v e l o p m e n t  a t  l a r g e  

•  S u p p o r t  t o  p u b l i c  p o l i c i e s  

•  S u p p o r t  t o  d e m o c r a t i c  p r o c e s s e s  

•  P u b l i c  i n f o r m a t i o n  a s  a c c e s s i b l e  a s  
p o s s i b l e  

•  B a s i c  p u b l i c  s e r v i c e s  o n l i n e  

•  B r o a d b a n d  

•  I n t e r o p e r a b i l i t y  

•  I n t e r a c t i v e  p u b l i c  s e r v i c e s  

•  B e t t e r  p u b l i c  p r o c u r e m e n t  

•  P u b l i c  I n t e r n e t  A c c e s s  P o i n t s  

•  C u l t u r e  a n d  t o u r i s m  

 

Table 1 Main objectives and focus on in each country 
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2. The State of Play 

2.1. The Challenges of measuring public sector performances7

The difficulty of measuring public sector performances and in particular output is testified by 
the fact that, as reported in the recently published Atkinson Review8, in the UK and in many 
other countries from 1960s until very recently the convention was used that input = output. 
In other words the output of the public sector has been measured as of equal to the total value 
of the inputs (i.e. compensation of employees, procurement cost of goods and services, quota 
of consumption of fixed capital, etc.). 

In order to better understand these difficulties the following important distinction must be 
made within the general category of public sector output: 

• Individual goods and services: those that are consumed by individual households; 
• Collective services: those that are provided simultaneously to the society as a whole9. 

This distinction – which more or less coincides with the one found in the public economics 
literature between private goods with externalities (individual services) and public goods 
(collective services) where consuption is ‘non rival’ and nobody can be excluded from it10 – is 
important since measurement is allegedly more difficult in the latter case of collective services. 
Examples of individual services are: 

• Education services; 

• Health and social work services; 
• Selective social security services; 

• Other personal and community services (i.e. recreation and cultural services, sewage 
and refuse disposal services, sanitation and similar services, etc)11 

Examples of collective services are: 

• Administration services of the state and the economic and social policy of the 
community, that is to say general public administration; 

• Provision of services to the community as a whole (e.g. defence, justice, police, fire 
brigade); 

• Compulsory social security services12; 

7 The literature on the measurement of public sector performances and output is vast and growing and it 
is beyond the scope of this report to review it. In this paragraph we limit our analysis to pinpoint the 
most crucial aspects of the topic resorting to a few recent studies, with no claim to review such 
literature exhaustively. 

8 Atkinson Review: Final eport. Measurement of Government Output and Productivity for the National 
Accounts, London, Palgrave MacMillan, January 2005, p. 12 (http : 
//www.statistics.gov.uk/about/data/methodology/specific/PublicSector/Atkinson/downloads/Atkinson Report 
Full.pdf, accessed February 2005). This is a independent review of the measurement of government 
output in the National Accounts, that was commissioned to Sir Atkinson by the UK National 
Statistics Office. 

9 The distinction is explained in details in Eurostat, European Systems of Accounts, Brussels, 1995, par. 
3.82-3.87 and in Eurostat, Handbook of Price and Volume Measures of National Accounts, Brussels 
(2001 edition), p. 37 and pp. 112-113. 

10 On this distinction see the classic analysis of Musgrave, R.A. and P.B. Musgrave, Public Finance in 
Theory and Practice, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1984. 

11 Eurostat, Handbook of Price, op. cit., p. 37 and more in detail 114-128. 
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The convention input = output has been increasingly challenged by the view that the output 
of the public sector should be measured autonomously and as such be included in National 
Accounts. This view has been adopted by the United Nations System of National Accounts 
(SNA)13 and later by the European System of Accounts (ESA 95)14 . ESA 95 has established a 
general A/B/C classification to be applied also to the measurement of the category of non-
market output (of which public sector output represents the biggest share) reported below: 

► A methods: most appropriate methods; 

► B methods: those methods which can be used in case an A method cannot be applied; 
► C methods: those methods that shall not be used15. 

For the measurement of output of individual services the A method is the use of volume 
indicators possibly valued at current prices16 and adjusted to reflect quality. Lack of 
quality adjustment is considered a B method. For individual services the use of input (i.e. 
number of employees) or activity (i.e. number of operations in hospitals) to measure output is 
considered a C method. It is worth stressing that quantitative numbers reflecting activities are 
actually process indicators, as they provide a proxy of task performed and can be used to 
measure the efforts produced. As correctly noted in a recent study that we will review below, 
in certain cases process indicators can also be used as indicators of production, as for instance 
in home care where the number of staff contact hours can measure the output17. 

On the contrary for collective services, given further measurement difficulties, the volume of 
activity and/ or input are considered B methods. It is worth also noting that for ESA 95 
outcomes indicators are considered not representative of the outputs and can at best be used 
as indicators of their quality. 

As from 2006 C methods will no longer be acceptable in National Accounts under a 
European Commission Decision of 200218, Member States have started to tackle the issue 
of developing methods to measure public outputs and are facing a number of difficulties that 
we briefly review below. 

The basic and straightforward source of difficulty in measuring public outputs resides in the 
lack of market prices and mechanisms that can be used to valuate them. Actually it is not only 
a problem of giving a value to an output, but also of understanding how the output is received 
and evaluated by the end users, that is to say of including in the measurement also the quality 
dimension. Quality is a problematic issue also in the case of outputs produced for the market, 
where nonetheless the price gives at least a proxy indication of quality. In this case it can be 
assumed, in fact, that the quality difference between two products is translated in their market 
price, which in turn reflects consumer preferences19. In the market, consumers have usually at 
their disposal a number of ‘exit choices’ to signal dissatisfaction with a given good or service. 

12 Ibid., p. 112. 

13 United Nations et al, Systems of National Accounts, New York, 1993. 

14 Eurostat, European Systems of Accounts, op. cit. . For the European standards In this paragraph we 
will refer to Eurostat, Handbook of Price and Volume ..., op. cit, which is based on the ESA95. For a 
critique and analysis of the limits of the input=output convention for non market output see par. 3.1.2 
of the Handbook. 

15 Eurostat, Handbook of Price and Volume..., op. cit., p. 4. 

16 When it is possible to identify unit of output and multiply it by unit cost. 

17 Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP), Public Sector Performance: An International Comparison of 
Education, Health Care, Law and Order and Public Administration, SCP, The Hague, September 2004, 
p. 37. 

18 As reported for instance in Atkinson Review..., op.cit., p. 34. 

19 Eurostat, Handbook of Price and Volume..., op. cit., p. 34. 
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In the case of public outputs, exit options are very limited for individual services20, and even 
more so in the case of collective services21, where rather than exit the way for users to be 
heard is through ‘voice’ (expressing their votes and/or organising some form of public opinion 
campaign). 

Volume output indicators usually inadequately reflect the quality of services, although in some 
cases some objective measures could be found (see infra). Yet many relevant ‘soft’ sides of 
quality (i.e. how kind are public employees in the front-office) cannot be measured without 
resorting to subjective quality assessments of services by users. Without taking into account 
quality, measurement of output may lead to wrong conclusion on productivity and efficiency, 
when for instance the size of school classes is reduced (output per input decrease, but quality 
should increase). As an anticipation, we can report that Eurostat Handbook proposes three 
ways to adjust for quality22: 

1. Direct measurement of the quality of the output through a survey of the general public 
on the quality of public services; 

2. Using the quality of the inputs and assuming that the quality change of the inputs leads 
automatically to a quality change of the output; 

3. Using outcomes to measure the quality of the output.  

…  

 

 

2.2. The relevance of Measuring eGovernment Performances 
…  
 

Therefore, for some areas of collective services the difficulty does not depends only on the 
impossibility of measuring, but also on the fact that certain discrete and punctual data 
potentially available have not been gathered so far. We can then derive from the above the 
implicit suggestion that such indicators should be created and corresponding data gathered. 

It is then natural to see that, depending on the capability of providing online transactional 
services and on take up (i.e. tax file online, change of residence completed online, mandatory 
enrolment and registration in various domain processed online, etc), through eGovernment 
precise and punctual data can be easily gathered on the outputs of several general public 
administration services. So measuring eGovernment could actually contribute to the general 
measurement of public sector performance by providing new data and also by taking into 
account the quality dimension. Referring to the two Eurostat Handbook proposals above 
eGovernment, in fact, contributes to quality in term of speed and correctness of service 
delivery, to which one could add ease and convenience as well as reduction of administrative 
burden. These are all elements that can be directly measured (speed) or assessed through 
opportunity cost calculations. 

This consideration brings us to tackle the hidden question whether a specific measurement of 
eGovernment performances as separate from the general measurement of public sector 
performance is necessary and legitimate. One could, in fact, argue that eGovernment is simply 
an additional delivery channel whose contribution in each domain of application is ancillary to 
the general production and delivery of public services, and therefore should be already taken 
care of in the indicators used to measure public sector outputs in general. Our view is that, 
currently, this objection is not valid for a number of reasons:  

1. First, very simply, eGovernment needs at least some specific metrics to justify the 
investment required to make it happen. In a context of shrinking public budget, in 
which many countries have frozen public employees turn over, the financial resources 
for eGovernment must show their payoff; 
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2. Second, also very simply, the current development of general measurement of public 
sector outputs is not yet such to really take into account some of the most innovative 
eGovernment contributions, which would get lost and not be accounted for; 

3. Third, more fundamentally, eGovernment is not simply a delivery channel but it is 
increasingly a catalyst for organisational innovation and rationalisation, as well as for 
human resources revitalisation and empowerment. Besides increasing speed and 
accuracy of service delivery, eGovernment can contribute to radically change how 
governments go about their business as usual, including long ingrained cultural 
attitudes toward services delivery. Therefore it is strategically important to measure 
and show such potential results when they occur, so to trigger emulation in all sectors 
of the public administration (positive ‘institutional isophormism’); 

4. Fourth, as indicators creation and data gathering should start almost from scratch and 
in certain areas the technology allows to register concrete and very precise data 
reflecting results not available for traditional delivery channels, in the field of 
eGovernment there is the potentiality to, so to say, ‘leap-frog’ ahead in term of the 
quality of the measurement system; 

5. Last but not least, in the middle-term it is not unreasonable to foresee a conglobation 
of eGovernment measurement into a general measurement framework of public sector 
performances, to which the former will have given a very crucial push and contribution. 

Having clarified the legitimacy of an eGovernment specific measurement framework, it is now 
possible also to make clear that in the case of eGovernment indicators and data must be 
constructed almost form scratch for two reasons, one of necessity and one of strategy. 

First, given the novelty of eGovernment, there are no ready-made relevant statistics, similar to 
those used in the two studies reviewed above, to measure its performance, thus the 
construction of indicators for subsequent data gathering is a necessity. On the one hand socio-
economic available data can be used to relate end outcomes to eGovernment. This is foreseen 
in our methodology especially with a more middle to long term perspective. Taking into 
account that there is always a temporal lag between the production of an output and the 
possible realisation of an end outcome, it is nonetheless our ambition to start evidencing the 
possible links between eGovernment services and possibly longer term outcomes reflected in 
widely available nationally and internationally compiled statistics. On the other hand, more 
direct and short term measures of the performances of public services provided through the 
eGovernment channel are needed. This implies defining the indicators, establishing an 
implementation methodology and then starting gathering the data. 

Second, it is a strategic choice that of conceiving measurement as a purposeful gathering of 
information and comparing what you learn to some standard or expectation, that should be 
ingrained throughout every step and level of the eGovernment process, in a bi-directional 
bottom-up and top-down fashion: from the business case of single project to the central level 
monitoring of national programs and vice versa. In our view measurement cannot be a post-
hoc discontinuous activity, but it must be a continuous process starting with the definition of 
target objectives and of the indicators to measure them, continuing with the process of 
gathering the relevant information, leading to a comparison between the target and the actual 
indicators data, which in turn feed again in the definition of target continuing thus the 
measurement cycle. 

2.3. Challenges of eGovernment Performance Measurement 
The fact that a comprehensive measurement framework for eGovernment, encompassing costs 
and benefits analysis and an understanding of macro level impacts, has yet to be developed 
and that the emerging attempts are facing serious difficulties in their implementation, depends 
to a large extent on a number of additional peculiarities with respect to the discussion above, 
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which make measurement more difficult than in the private sector. Since eGovernment is not 
any different from government, such peculiarities are in large part the same as those 
characterising in general the measurement of public service provision and in part linked to the 
novelty of the delivery channel used. There are three set of challenges hindering 
measurement: 

1. Universalistic and multiple public value delivery; 

2. Institutional conditions weakening incentives to measure; 
3. Technical measuring difficulties; 

Universalistic and multiple public value delivery. Public agencies must usually pursue a 
universalistic mission and serve all constituents, delivering multiple public values for the: 

� User as consumer: the search for quality services that are inter-active, user-centred, 
individualisable, inclusive, and maximise fulfilment and security; 

� User as tax-payer: the search for savings through dynamic, productivity-driven and 
value for money operations (‘more for less’); and 

� User as citizen and voter: the search for good governance through open, 
transparent, accountable, flexible, and democratic practices. 

From a technical point of view the multiplicity of the constituents served and of the goals 
pursued make the picture analytically blurred and can easily result in redundancies and 
overlaps. Should, for instance, the reduction in case processing time yielded by any given 
eGovernment application be measured as an efficiency (cost saving) gain or as usage gain for 
the consumer (reduction of administrative burden)? Dilemma such as this are very common in 
eGovernment and may produce too many measures for a single element. Redundancies in 
measures means that benefits may be counted several times thus weakening the actual power 
of measurement. 

From a political perspective an even more relevant tension exists in term of the relative 
priority to be given to the measurement of efficiency (i.e. cost saving) and effectiveness 
(better services and constituency satisfaction) objectives. On the one hand, there is an 
increasing drive by governments, not only related to eGovernment but to the public sector 
performance in general, to financially evaluate and measure efficiency gains. On the other 
hand, public administrators in charge of eGovernment programs/projects tend to see them 
also and, sometimes primarily, as a public utility service for the provision of more value to 
citizens and businesses. In a leading-edge country in term of quantitative financial measure-
ment of performances such as United States, for instance, a survey of public administrators 
in charge of eGovernment projects found that only 20% of them listed cost-efficiency gains as 
the main benefit of eGovernment, while the majority identify eGovernment as an instrument to 
enhance the achievement of their mission in term of customer satisfaction!37This tension in 
strategic perspective can also be easily translated into a technical discussion. In fact efficiency 
gains are allegedly those more easily measurable using quantitative direct or proxy financial 
indicators, whereas effectiveness gains can be measured sometimes only qualitatively through 
subjective evaluations or at best by complex financial evaluation of opportunity costs and time 
savings. 

Institutional conditions weakening incentives to measure. First, rules and regulations 
often hinder or delay the possibility to exploit the full benefits potentially yielded by eGovernment 
applications (i.e. personnel redeployment) thus decreasing the incentive to measure. 

Second, an agency capability of producing mission critical end results very often depends 
heavily on input and collaboration from other agencies. Thus, if measurement does not take 
into account for these interaction, an agency risks to be held accountable for results it was unable 

37 Survey conducted by the Public Sector CXO Magazine and reported in GSA, op. cit., p. 6. 
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unable to achieve for reasons beyond its control. Paradoxically the more our government 
become ‘joined-up’ the greater is the difficulty in devising discrete measurement. 

Technical measuring difficulties. First, eGovernment initiatives must deliver on tangible 
goals (i.e. reduction of case processing times), but also on intangible public values whose 
measurement is not immediate. The intangible dimension and lack of pricing mechanisms 
decrease the likelihood of identifying easily quantifiable measures that are distinguishable from 
one another and clear-cut. Second, eGovernment (as any other public output) can result in 
‘positive externalities’ that are difficult to measure and especially difficult to attribute (‘harvest 
dilemma’). In general, as pinpointed in the Commission eGovernment Communication: 

...in the public sector there are definition and measurement problems for inputs and outputs. 
One problem is the pricing of public services, which is often not directly related to the inputs 
(taxation is not specific to the service provided). Also, as many online services are to a large 
extent information-based, they follow the rules of information economics in which marginal 
prices are approaching zero, and are thus not an indicator of the value of the service, while 
the operational costs of initial information development and maintaining information over its 
lifecycle, which can be significant, still have to be covered38. 

In principle a measurement framework should rest on clear-cut value drivers or mission critical 
results from which a set of measures and indicators are derived in such a way that they are, 
first of all quantifiable and easy to collect, but also logically consistent, namely: 

► Unique and mutually exclusive. To the extent that an indicator is duplicated by, or 
overlaps with, other indicators, it becomes less important; and 

► Collectively Exhaustive. Indicators should exhaustively cover all relevant aspects 
of the phenomenon measured with respect to the pursued mission results. 

A mission aligned measurement framework comprising mutually exclusive and collectively 
exhaustive indicators is hard to reach for all of the three challenges considered above. 

2.4. State of Play: General Overview 

The topic of eGovernment impact measurement has gained momentum in recent years. As a 
matter of fact between 2002 and the first half of 2005 more than a dozen contributions, 
covering to some degrees the issue of measuring eGovernment impacts, have partially filled 
the gap existing on this topic and further confirm the progressing momentum (see Box 1 
below). 

A quite large number studies, reports, benchmarking exercises, evaluations and measurements 
have been carried out on eGovernment during the past five years. As part of the survey of the 
state of play we have reviewed 64 of them (see table 2). They include reports by market 
research and consulting companies (some of which commissioned by the European Union), 
academic institutions, international organisations, but also official documents released by 
national level institutions in charge of eGovernment both within and outside the European 
Union39. 

38 Communication From The Commission To The Council, The European Parliament, The European 
Economic And Social Committee And The Committee Of The Regions; The Pole of eGovernment for 
Europe's Future, COM(2003) 567 final, September 2003, pp. 20-21. 

39 The synthetic overview of Member States measurement initiatives is based on: a) information gathered 
during the field missions accomplished so far (France, Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, UK); b) 
answers to eGEP questionnaire (returned so far only by Finland, Hungary, Spain); c) desk research on 
documents available online. On the basis of these sources we can affirm that a centrally defined 
articulated measurement methodology is currently in use in Denmark, France, Germany, The 
Netherlands, and United kingdom. As policy and initiatives changes are not automatically translated 
into policy documents, it is possible that a number of other Member States are already using some 
performance measurement methodology focusing on impacts and not simply benchmarking the 
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Box 1 The Momentum: Selective list of Reports on eGovernment Impacts/ Benefits, 2002- 
2005 (*) 

• October 2002: US Chief Information Office releases the Value Measuring Methodology, a 
guide for measuring the values and benefits of electronic services to be used by federal 
agencies; 

• October 2002: Performance Institute, a Washington based think tank, publishes the report 
Creating a Performance Based Electronic Government; 

• April 2003: the Australian National Office for the Information Economy (NOIE) releases a very 
extensive study on the benefits of eGovernment; 

• May 2003: US General Services Administration (GSA) issues a report on High Payoff in 
Electronic Government, where eGovernment impact areas are classified; 

• July 2003: Gartner presents the 'Public Value of IT' (PVIT) methodology to measure IT 
investments impacts over time on service level, operational efficiency and political return; 

• August 2003: The UK Off ice for Government Commerce releases a guide on the 
measurements of eGovernment costs and benefits; 

• September 2003: Deloitte Research publishes the report ‘Citizen Advantage’ proposing a 
methodology to measure the benefits of eGovernment for businesses and citizens; 

• October 2003: European Commission's IDA programme, predecessor to IDABC, 
introduces the IDA Value of Investment (VOI) methodology focusing on the traditional 
return on investment (ROI) analysis but also on qualitative benefits; 

• February 2004: new Danish National eGovernment Strategy contains clearly identified 
targets and their respective measurement indicators; 

• March 2004: IBM Centre for the Business of Government publishes the paper Measuring the 
Performance of eGovernment; 

• August 2004: The IT Department of the German Federal Ministry of the Interior releases 
version 4.0 of its WiBe methodology for the assessment of ICT project economic efficiency; 

• October 2004: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat releases a study on the measurement of 
eGovernment performances; 

• October 2004: The CoBrA recommendations issued by the eEurope subgroup for 
eGovernment mention the need for a “common measurement framework”; 

• November 2004: A report commissioned by the Dutch Presidency of the European Public 
Administration Network (“Does eGovernment pay off?”), identifies several areas of 
eGovernment benefits; 

• December 2004: The eGovernment Unit in DG Information Society and Media publishes Top 
of the Web survey of citizens and businesses identifies time saving and increased flexibility as 
benefits of eGovernment cleraly perceived as such by the public; 

• February 2005: EU IDABC eGovernment Observatory releases a background research paper 
on the impact of eGovernment on competitiveness, growth and jobs. 

• March 2005: The French Agency for the Development of Electronic Administration (ADAE) 
unveils the new Mareva methodology to measure the benefits of the national eGovernment 
Program ADELE 

(*) Detailed references to the above listed studies are presented in paragraph 2.5 of this section 

number of service available online that, however, has not yet been published on the Internet and
therefore escaped our attention. It is our expectation that, thorough future field missions and the
returned questionnaires, we will be able in the final version of the measurement framework to provide
the exhaustive picture for EU Member States. 
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The main results of this survey is that the overwhelming majority of the reports focuses on 
supply-side indicators (# of services available online) and/or e-readiness (presence/absence of 
structural and institutional conditions for the development of eGovernment and more in 
general of the Information Society), while an increasing, but still limited number, considers the 
demand side (i.e. take-up and satisfaction with services). 

A total of 24 entries of the 64 screened deal to some degrees with the topic of measuring 
eGovernment concrete impacts. More precisely of these 24 entries: 

 

8 reports are entirely devoted to the analysis of eGovernment impacts, but 
contain no sustained analysis of measurement indicators 

9 In 5 cases eGovernment impacts is only an additional topic discussed briefly 
and the issue of measurement indicators is not touched 

11 reports provide some insights into actual measurement mainly presenting 
micro-oriented business cases methodologies 

Moreover, very few go as far as moving beyond the identification of impacts into the 
elaboration of an exhaustive list of concrete indicators and of an implementation methodology. 
Finally no study has attempted so far to produce a measurement framework, which includes 
also elements from an in-depth analysis of costs and which is based on an economic 
theoretical model of eGovernment impacts. 

These results are presented in more details in Table 2 reported in the next pages, of which we 
briefly explain here the logic. Inductively, from the first run of analysis of the various sources, 
we have identified four clusters of topics, namely : a) e-readiness; b) supply-side (of number 
and type of services available online); c) demand-side (take-up and partially user satisfaction); 
d) impacts. Then we identified for each item in the table its main topic (signalled in the cells 
with M) and whether it also deals with other topics in a supplementary way (signalled in the 
cells with S). In order to facilitate the reader to identify the most relevant entries for the topic 
of impacts and measurement we used the same colours as above. The references 
corresponding to each entry in the table are available at the end of this Annex. 
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Table 2 Main Focus of Surveyed eGovernment Reports 

Focus of reports (M =main, S= supplementary) 

Effects/ impacts 
Study 

e- 
readiness 

Supply 
side 

(online 
availability 
of services) 

Demand 
side 

(take up) 
(A) Only 

discussion 
of impacts 

(A) + 
measurement 

indicators 

1. Accenture (2004)  M    

2. Accenture (2005)   M S S 

3. Bartelsmann Foundation (2001). M M    

4. Birch(2003) M   S  

5. BISER (2002) M  M   

6. Booz Allen Hamilton (2002) M S   S 

7. Burgess & Houghton (2002)  M    

8. Cap Gemini - TNO (2004)  M M S  

9. Cap Gemini E&Young (2004)  M    

10. Cisco (2004)  S  M  

11. COMNET-IT (2000) M M    

12. Cullen and Houghton (2000) 
 M M   

13. Danish Digital Task Force 
(2004) 

    M 

14. Deloitte (2003a)    M  

15. Deloitte (2003b)   M M  

16. DeMaio, ed. (2002)     M 

17. Demchak et a!. (2000)  M    

18. Dexter and Parr (2003) S  M   

19. Dutch Government (2006)     M 

20. Dutch Ministry of Interior and 
Kingdom Relations (2005) 

    M 

21. Dutch Ministry of Finance 
(2005) 

    M 

22. Dutta et a!. (2004) M     

23. EOS Gallup (2002) M  S   

24. Erin (2003)   M   

25. French Agency for Electronic 
Administration (ADAE 2005) 

    M 

26. German Federal Ministry of 
Interior IT Dept (2005) 

    M 

27. Foley and Ghani (2004)  M M M S 

28. Gant and Gant (2002)  M    

29. Gartner (2003)    S  

30. GSA (2003)   M M  

31. Hart-Teeter (2003)  M M   

32. IDA (2003)   S  M 

33. IDABC (2005)    M  

34. Kaylor et a!. (2001)  M     
Continues 
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Table 2 Main Focus of eGovernment Reports (continued) 

Focus of reports (M =main, S= supplementary) 

Effects/ impacts 

Study 

e- 
readiness 

Supply 
side 

(online 
availability 
of services) 

Demand 
side 

(take up) 
(A) Only 

discussion 
of impacts 

(A) + Some 
measurement 

indicators 

35. KEeLAN (2002)  M    

36. Millard et al. (2004)  M  S  

37. Momentum (2000) M  M   

38. Muylle et al. (2004)   M   

39. NACO (2000) M S    

40. NAO (2002) S M    

41. Navarro & Canavante (2004)  M    

42. NOIE (2001)  M    

43. NOIE&DMR (2003) S M M M S 

44. Nordic Council (2003) M M    

45. PLS Ramboll and Eworx  S M S  

46. PLS Ramboll and Eworx  S M   

47. PTI and ICMA (2001). M M    

48. REGIONAL-IST (2003) M M S   

49. SIBIS (2003) M  M   

50. Smith (2001)  M    

51. SOCITIM (2004)  M    

52. Stowers (2004)     M 

53. Strover & Straubhaar (2000) M  M   

54. The Henley Center (2000). M  M   

55. TietoEnator (2001)  M    

56. TBS of Canada (2004)     M 

57. UK Criminal Justice IT ( UK CJIT 
2005) 

    M 

58. UK Cabinet Office eGovernment 
Unit (UK eGU 2005) 

    M 

59. UK OGC (2003)     M 

60. UN (2003) M M    

61. US Chief Information Office    M S 

62. West (2003a)  M    

63. West (2004b)  M    

64. West (2003c)  M    

Source: See list of Reference at paragraph 2.8.  

 

…  
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2.5. Selected Running Methodologies: Comparative Analysis 
Below we focus in some details on five EU national methodologies (Denmark, France, 
Germany, and UK) and on a departmental one (UK Criminal Justice IT), for which Table 3 in 
next page summarise the conceptualisation of major targets of measurement. We also briefly 
refer to examples from outside the EU as a term of comparison. Finally we also consider a 
more specific methodology recently released by the Dutch Ministry of Interior and Kingdom 
Relation and aimed at measuring eGovernment contribution to the reduction of administrative 
burden on citizens and businesses. 

The goal is to identify the various area of benefits/impacts considered and their components 
and to pinpoint differences and commonalities. This work has been instrumental to the 
operational declination of the components of the measurement framework analytical model 
and to the objective to include in it elements that are widely used internationally so to 
maximise the chances of finding basic common grounds that EU Member States can agree 
upon. 

If we only look at Table 3, limited to the higher level of conceptual abstraction in the five 
methodologies considered, there appears to be a substantial level of difference among them. 
Such divergence is confirmed also by looking at the tables reported in paragraph 2.6 for 
Australia, Canada and USA. On the other hand if we go down in the level of abstraction and 
consider the elements included under each higher level heading, although differences remain, 
a relevant number of common elements emerge. 

The differences in the higher level of conceptualisation partly reflect simply different 
terminological choices, and partly the different administrative context and the different 
objectives shaping and inspiring the various methodologies. 

For instance, the general category defined as “Necessity” in the French methodology 
“Mareva”47 and “Urgency” in the German methodology “WiBe 4.0”48 actually include mostly 
similar items. In both cases, for instance, the compliance with regulatory framework is cited as 
an element of ‘necessity’ or ‘urgency’ of a project. Regardless of the internal efficiency benefits 
and of the external effects of a given project, the items under the two categories “necessity” 
(French case) and “urgency” (German case) aim to measure how such project contribute to 
the achievement of outcomes that are considered compulsory either from an internal or from 
an external perspective. So Mareva includes under “necessity” the qualitative measurement of 
how a given project contributes to the necessities of the National eGovernment Programme 
ADELE (infrastructures, horizontal projects), to regulatory obligations or the political 
commitment, to the rationalisation of public action in general. In a similar way “WiBe 4.0” 
include under “urgency” qualitative indicators of how a given project contributes to “flexibility 
and inter-operability” of an IT system, to compliance with regulatory requirements, to overall 
efficiency of the public sector as a whole and clearly states that the monetary quantification of 
these item is usually not possible but that they ‘have a significant influence on economic 
efficiency in a broader sense’49. 

In the French case the distinction between the categories “profitability for the state” and 
“Internalities for Public Administration”, partly reflects the distinction between benefits that are 
quantified in monetary terms and those that are assessed on a four point qualitative scale, 
partly the peculiarity of the institutional context. Mareva has been devised as a methodology 
for eGovernment projects managed and financed at the level of central state institutions.  

47 Reference N. 25 in table 2 

48 Reference N. 26 in table 2. 

49 Reference N. 26 in table 2. 
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Table 3 Conceptual Categorisation of Measurement Targets in Running Methodologies 

Danish 
‘eGovernment 

Signposts’ 

French  
“MAREVA” 

Methodology 

(13) (25) 

German  
“WiBe 4.0” 
Guidelines 

(26) 

Uk “ 
Business Case” 
Methodology 

(58) and (59) 

• Coherent services 
with citizens and 
businesses at the 
centre  

• Increase services 
quality and release 
resources  

• Work and 
communicate 
digitally 

• Coherent and 
flexible ICT 
infrastructure 

• Managers ensure 
that organisations 
capitalise the 
vision 

• State profitability  

• Internalities for 
public sector 

• Externalities for 
users 

• Necessity 

• Risk 

• Monetisable 
economic efficiency 

Extended economic 
efficiency: 
• Qualitative/ 

strategic 
importance 

• External Effects 

• Urgency 

Benefits to Users  

• Monetary 

• Non Monetary 

• Time saving 

• Added Value 

• Urgency 

Benefits to Govt/Pub. 
Serv. 

• Direct cash benefits 

• Monetisable 
efficiency benefits 

• Non monetisable 
benefits 

 
Source: Same as Table 2, the number in parenthesis refers to the list of bibliographic references reported 

in paragraph 2.8.  

 

Therefore the strictly defined and monetisable efficiency gains are considered benefits for the 
State budget. On the other hand, to assess the full value of the projects the methodology also 
considers the benefits that will accrue to other public sector organisations beyond the central 
ministries running and financing the projects. 

Continuing in this comparative overview, regardless of the different headings, we find many 
commonalities for what concerns impacts related to broadly defined public administration if we 
have a combined look at the following: 

• The items included under the categories “Profitability for the State”, “Necessity” and 
“Internalities for the Public Sector” in the French Mareva methodology; 

• The items included under the categories “Economic Efficiency in Monetary Sense”, 
“Urgency” and “Qualitative/Strategic Importance” in the German WiBe 4.0 
methodology; 

• The items included under the category “Benefits to Government/public services” 
(and its sub-categories ‘direct cash benefits’, ‘monetisable/ efficiency savings 
benefits’ and ‘non monetisable benefits’) in the UK Business Case methodology; 

First of all, all three approaches consider both impacts that are directly cashable or that can be 
rendered in monetary terms and others that cannot be rendered in monetary terms and that 
are assessed mostly on a qualitative four point scale. Therefore it is recognised that there 
is a quantitative and qualitative side of efficiency gains accruing to public 
administration as a result of eGovernment. 

50 These are direct cash benefits if the redundant staff will be removed from the budget or opportunity
benefits given a monetary value in terms of the new activities that can be undertaken due to
productivity gains. 
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Within the quantitative side of efficiency, regardless of terminological differences, the 
commonalities include: 

• Gains in Full Time Equivalent of staff as a result of task elimination, reduced 
processing times, reduced error and need to re-work50; 

• Cost avoidance as a result of dematerialisation of processes (less paper and prints), 
economy of scales in using overhead; 

• Better and increased revenue collection. 

Within the qualitative side of efficiency the commonalities include, among others, the 
following: 

• Improved operation of public administration as a result of reorganisation 

• Improved support to higher level management and policy making processes as a 
result of the bottom-up flow of more timely and better information 

• Improved working conditions for public sector employees 

As a matter of fact this qualitative side can be seen not as strictly efficiency but more broadly 
as a efficiency-effectiveness mix. 

The same comparative operation can be repeated for what concerns external impacts if we 
have a combined look at the following: 

• The items included under the category “Externalities for users”, in the French Mareva 
methodology; 

• The items included under the category “External Effect”, in the German WiBe 4.0 
methodology; 

• The items included under the category “Benefits to users” (and its sub-categories 
‘Monetary’, ‘Non monetary’) in the UK Business Case methodology; 

The three methodologies converge in identifying three basic categories: 

• Direct cash saving (avoidance of postage and travel costs) 

• Time saved that can be measured in monetary terms (particularly relevant in 
quantitative terms for businesses ) 

• Qualitative added value to be measured indirectly by assigning a value to the new 
functionalities/opportunities provided online or directly through users satisfaction 
survey 

... 

On the other hand, the Danish eGovernment Signposts methodology51 does differ 
substantially from the previous three cases considered for the simple reason that its objectives 
are different. Indeed this is not a business case methodology but a Key Performance Indicators 
(KPI) template measuring mostly in volume or qualitatively the immediate outputs of 
eGovernment projects rather than impacts. Moreover, non monetary quantification is 
attempted. Despite such difference, still some element of convergence can be identified. First, 
the category “increase service quality and release resources” include items that can be 
compared to those identified above as common to the French, German and UK case. Second 
the KPI “Work and communicate digitally” for public agency can be seen as similar to the 
impact of improved operational efficiency. 

The three non EU cases (Australia, Canada, and USA), whose summary tables can also be 
found in next paragraph, despite differences, includes most of the elements identified as 
commonalities of the EU cases and in this way provide a further international validation. 

…  

51 Reference N. 13 in table 2 and in Annex A. 

52 Reference # 19 of Table 2. 
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2.6. Summary Tables of Selected Measurements 
Table 4 Danish eGovernment Signposts (Reference 13 in Annex A) 

 

Table 5 French Mareva Methodology (Reference 24 in Annex A) 
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Note/Correction: 
WiBe Operating 
Savings cover 16 
criteria, FTE 
savings is just one 
of them  

Table 6 German WiBe 4.0 Methodology (Reference 25 in Annex A) 

 
Table 7 UK Business Model Methodology (References 57 and 58 in Annex A) 
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Table 8 UK CJIT Methodology Applied to Secure e-Mail Project (Reference 56 in Annex A) 

 

Table 9 Australian NOIE Methodology (Reference 42 in Annex A) 
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Table 10 Canadia GOL Performance Measurement (Reference 55 in Annex A) 

 

Table 11 US GSA Methodology (Reference 29 in Annex A) 
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2.7. Lessons Learnt from the state of the art review 

Measuring in general the performance and output of the public sector is a challenging task 
ahead of most EU Member States. The difficulties derive from the lack of pricing mechanisms, 
from the necessity for public agency to ensure multi-constituent delivery with different goals, 
from the complexities of cross-agency contribution to final delivery… 

… Moreover, for eGovernment measurement most of the necessary data will have to be 
constructed and gathered from scratch, since there are very few already compiled official 
statistics that can be used to measure the more short term and intermediate impacts. Record 
keeping data, integrated with internal review, will have to be used to produce differential 
analysis to compare work process costs of traditional service delivery with those online delivery 
to quantify the efficiency gains produced by the latter. Through internal expert assessment, 
focus groups and surveys with users (citizens ad business) an estimate of the monetary and 
time savings provided to citizen and businesses through online service delivery will have to be 
constructed along the lines used by the new Dutch Monitor methodology. The quality of 
services and users’ satisfaction will require the elaboration of appropriate surveys and the 
construction of indexes. As a result of consultation and collaboration between the central 
government structures in charge of national eGovernment programs and the managers of 
eGovernment projects qualitative point scales will have to be agreed upon to measure through 
self assessment the more qualitative sides of both efficiency and effectiveness.  

… 
… some EU Member States have defined measuring methodologies and are actively employing 
them to various projects. In France, just to mention one case, after the quite comprehensive 
and sophisticated Mareva methodology has been unveiled in March 2005, it has been 
already applied to 40 of the eGovernment projects foreseen in the national programme 
ADELE and should be applied to all other projects. In the UK, besides the impressive work 
done on business cases by the Cabinet Office eGovernment Unit, we had the occasion during 
our field mission to analyse the impressive work done by the Criminal Justice Information 
Technology (CJIT) in constructing and monitoring very detailed business cases for about 10 
projects in a very complex extended system context with benefits measured for a wide variety 
of internal and external stakeholders (internal employees, prosecutors, judges, lawyers, polices, 
victims, witnesses, etc). In Germany the WiBe 4.0 methodology is in full operation and being 
applied widely.  

… some common grounds can be found among the currently running measurement methodologies 
considered… First of all, the recognition that measurement must follow a binary approach 
taking into account both quantitative (directly cashable or monetisable) and qualitative 
aspects (non monetisable ) benefits. Second, regardless of terminological differences, a 
convergence emerge on several items that are also used in other methodologies running in 
countries outside the EU. 

 
 
 
 

2.8. List of References to Table A.1  

… 
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3. Indicators Data Sources 

3.1. General Overview 

As discussed, for the measurement of eGovernment impacts practically there are no ready 
made compiled statistics to be used. For the indicators included in the measurement 
framework the corresponding data will have to be gathered and in some cases ‘constructed’ 
from a variety of sources… 

… 

… we can reasonably conclude that the possible sources of data are the following: 

► Data from administrative records, for instance on: 

o Personnel costs by category; 
o Standard processing time for an end-to-end traditional service provision; 
o Other n on personnel costs for traditional service delivery (paper, printing, 

postage,  
o Full start up and operational costs of eGovernment applications; 

► Web metrics, for instance on: 
o Number of hits or user contact sessions; 
o Number of document downloads; 
o Amount of time users spend on a site; 
o Number of transactions completed; 
o web analytics (click streams, repeat use, cross-usage);  

► Users satisfaction data, for instance from: 
o Traditional random sample surveys; 
o pop-up surveys; 
o qualitative focus group work; 
o one-on-one accompanied browsing (usability data); 

► Third party assessment of only services functional quality and of level of transpa-
rency as determined by the amount of information about the internal functioning of a 
public administration that is available online and/or by the existence of online case 
tracking functionalitis 

► Assessment of qualitative impacts internal to public administrations, for instance 
from:  

o External Expert Audit;  
o Internal Assessment through surveys of relevant managers and supervisors;  
o Employees’ Surveys; 

► Official statistics on parameters needed to calculate opportunity values produced for 
third parties (citizens, businesses, other public organisations): 

These sources of data in most cases do not directly provide a measure of impacts, but require 
further elaboration to construct the relevant data. 

First of all, the measurement of the most tangible financial gains usually requires a differential 
analysis of material and process costs (in terms of time) between a ‘zero-measurement’ base 
line and the operations of a given eGovernment service. In most of the reviewed cases this is 
done through a comparison of material and process costs entailed in the traditional provision of 
service with Internet based material and process costs. 
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Exhibit 6 below illustrates the basic steps and source of data necessary to calculate the gains 
of reduced process/transaction costs. This calculation process is based on the concept of 
transaction understood extensively in two ways. First, because the calculation of the cost of 
transaction actually entails a full analysis and computation of the process costs entailed for its 
realisation on the side of the public administration. Second, because the term ‘transaction’ is 
intended broadly to include all forms of provision of services by public administrations 
(including thus also one ways flows) and not only transaction in a strict sense (bi-directional 
exchange, usually with a transfer of money). 

The difference between the offline and online overall costs of transactions, if positive, gives the 
monetary value of the efficiency gains in terms of “Full Time Equivalent of Staff”. They can 
result from task elimination, reduced processing times, reduced error and need to re-work, or 
from any combination of them. Clearly the monetisation of this gain is produced using time 
calculations and the wage of the different categories of employees involved in the processes. 

The value thus calculated is a direct cash benefit if the staff made redundant is removed from 
the budget of the public agency. Otherwise is an opportunity value and gives a measure of 
new/alternative activities that can be undertaken as a result of the time freed. In the middle 
term this same benefit can become an avoided cost in terms of the decrease of the need to 
hire new staff. In short this type of calculation looks at savings of personnel costs or gains in 
FTE in conjunction with the use of the eGovernment applications and thus requires the 
analysis of all personnel costs incurred as a result the provision of a service only through the 
old offline process and which becomes partially obsolete due to the introduction of the online based 
process. This means that the entire yearly working time related, in all business units, to the old 
process must be determined. 

Exhibit 6 Calculating Process/Transaction Efficiency Gains 

 

The calculation of cashable benefits in term of avoided material costs is more intuitive and 
straightforward …  

Also quite simple is the calculation of benefits in terms of the cost avoided as a result of 
economy of scale in the use of overall capacity, and particularly with regard to the use of ICT 
for horizontal infrastructure eGovernment project whose impacts trickle down to several public 
administrations…  
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… 
Despite national differences, most governments for the sake of public interests require citizens 
and business to refrain from certain conduct and to enact others, this amount to so called 
‘content obligations’. Governments also requires citizens and businesses to provide 
information on actions and conduct that amount to ‘information obligations’. Administrative 
burden is defined only in terms of the ‘information obligations’ as follows: the costs for 
citizens and businesses of complying with information obligations deriving by 
legislation and regulation imposed by the government. 

Using the Standard Cost Model the indicator of the total Administrative Burden (AB) can 
be calculated as follows: 

AB= T*Q*F*P 

Where: 

T= time spent on information obligations; 

Q= number of citizens / businesses; 

F = yearly frequency of complying with information 

obligations P = Tariff per hour (only for businesses) 

While the quantification in monetary terms for businesses is quite straightforward and can 
use standard market data on wages for the type of employees dealing with information 
obligation within businesses, for citizens is more problematic since it is difficult to come 
up with an average monetary value of the time saved that would fit all the possible 
different social positions. Therefore the AB burden for citizens is usually expressed in 
terms of the total amount of hours saved, integrated with an estimation of the avoided 
cost of travel and postage. 
 
Naturally the calculation of the AB and of its reduction due to the introduction of online 
services require some analysis and estimations. At the level of single public agencies or of a 
vertical public administration sector a base line of AB must be established. This requires: 

1. The identification of all type of information obligations imposed on citizens / businesses 

2. An estimation of the time and other costs that citizens / businesses bear to comply with 
them (this can be done on the basis of internal analysis possibly integrated with focus 
groups and/or surveys with users) 

3. An estimation of the time the administration takes to process the information and 
return to citizens / businesses the need certification/permits/ license (where this 
applies) 

4. An estimation of the occurrence of errors that will require citizens / businesses to spend 
more time complying with the obligations 

The reduction impact yielded by the online handling of such information obligations will then be 
calculated as a reduction of the time and costs needed for items 2-4. 
In this calculation it is assumed that, regardless of whether or not the information obligations 
have been simplified by changes in the legislation and regulation, the use of the digital 
channels produces time savings and reduction of material costs as a result of its peculiarities. 
Among the possible contribution of AB reduction typically associated to online delivery we can 
cite, among others, the following: 

• Online pre-populated forms reducing the time of complying with information 
obligations and drastically eliminating errors and the subsequent need of re-work; 

• Convenience, costs avoided (travel and postage) and time saved avoiding 
standing in line; 

• On-off provision of data;  

• Electronic authentication.  
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So far in the discussion the sources of data considered have been mainly internal admini-
strative records complemented by analysis and estimation and external official statistics for 
standard market parameters to be used in such estimation. Actually web metrics have also 
been cited as the source of data on the number of transaction completed online. 

Since web metrics and users satisfaction data will be discussed in next paragraph dedicated 
to the issue of perceived quality and users satisfaction, in the reminding of this paragraph we 
briefly consider the qualitative based measurement of impacts that are internal to the 
functioning of public administration and that cannot be rendered in any monetary and/or 
quantitative way. These are impacts, however, that are extremely important and that are 
worth being accounted for, even if only in qualitative terms. 

The best way to introduce this source of measurement is to give an example of how this is 
done in the German measurement methodology WiBe 4.055. This methodology foresees one 
quantitative dimension defined “Economic efficiency in monetary sense” where benefits are 
quantified in ways similar to those describe earlier for FTE gains and avoided costs. In 
addition there are three other areas of benefits (“Urgency”, “Qualitative and Strategic 
Importance”, “External Effects”), all of which are assessed using a qualitative scale. 

Exhibit 8 below report from WiBe 4.0 the example for the item “improved job performance” 
included under the category of “Qualitative / Strategic Importance”. This sort of assessment 
is based on a qualitative scale and is applied to all items for all the three categories men-
tioned above that are measured only qualitatively. 

The type of scale used has been studied by the eGovernment Federal Agency, in collaboration 
with the most important actors involved in the implementation of eGovernment services. The 
assessment using this scale is conducted internally by managers and experts involved in each 
project using the methodological guide provided by the Federal Agency for eGovernment, an 
introductory explanation and/or definition of the criterion is followed by a table with the 
scale which assigns a score for implementation. This process, however, also requires a 
discussion between project managers and representatives of the Federal Agency for 
eGovernment, especially for the assignment of weights to the score of each item. The overall 
qualitative assessment of the impact of a project is determined by the project managers 
with the collaboration of the Federal Agency for eGovernment and is carried out in two 
separate steps as follows: 

1. Justification of the score on the scale of 10 awarded to every single criterion. A criterion 
which is not relevant for the project receives "0" points; 

2. Ponderation of the intermediate result by multiplying the score of each criterion by its 
weight, 

A similar solution is adopted also in the French Mareva methodology for a number of 
qualitative impacts internal to the public sector or relevant for the system as a whole, as 
well as in the Canadian Government Online Methodology (GOL) where a number of 
intermediate outcomes are measure through internal qualitative self-assessment.  

Naturally in this approach a number of issues remain blurred and open to different choices, 
depending on both political priorities and technical perspectives, such as for instance the 
following: 

• Which impacts cannot be measured quantitatively and must be assessed qualitatively; 

• Which potential qualitative impacts are worth assessing; 
• The choice of the qualitative scale used; 
• The process of filling the qualitative scale (through external auditors, or through internal 

personnel, and this case how extensive should be the panel of experts to participate in 
the assessment). 

To a large extent these choices will depend on national priorities, as well as on feasibility and 
economic considerations.  
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Exhibit 8 Qualitative Impact Assessment: German WiBe 4.0 Methodology 

 

 

 

3.2. Some Considerations on Service Quality and Users Satisfaction 

The basic and straightforward source of difficulty in measuring public outputs resides in the 
lack of market prices and mechanisms that can be used to valuate them. Actually it is not only 
a problem of giving a value to an output, but also of understanding how the output is received 
and evaluated by the end users, that is to say of including in the measurement also the quality 
dimension. As reported earlier, the cited Eurostat Handbook proposes three ways to adjust for 
quality57: 

1. Direct measurement of the quality of the output through a survey of the general public 
on the quality of public services; 

2. Using the quality of the inputs and assuming that the quality change of the inputs leads 
automatically to a quality change of the output; 

3. Using outcomes to measure the quality of the output. 

The second alternative seems practical but is in the end tautological since its basic assumption 
cannot be verified without actually measuring the quality of the output. Therefore we discard it 
without further analysis. 

The first and third alternatives are both viable and actually used with respect to eGovernment, 
although in both cases there are some complexities / limitations. Users surveys, as illustrated 
later, have to take into account the effects of expectations and preconceived judgments on 
public sectors on the side of users, as well as addressing measurement errors related to 
sampling techniques. The use of the outcomes, that is the produced benefits (i.e. time and 
cost saved), as objective indicators of improved quality rest on the assumption that such 
benefits automatically translate into users satisfaction and risk to overlook other more 
intangible sides of quality that users might consider important. 
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3.2.1. Selective overview 

 

…  

 
Top of the web surveys. In 200364 and 200465 PLS RAMBOLL Management A/Sand EWORX 
S.A realised by for the DG Information Society of the EU Commission the two Top of the Web 
Surveys on users of public websites providing public e-services to investigate the perceived 
quality and users satisfaction. They have both been conducted using the pop-up survey 
methodology (“pop-up” questionnaire activated by the users via link on the website).  

64 PLS RAMBOLL and EWORX (2003). Top of the Web Survey on Quality and Usage of Public e-Services. European 
Commission DG Information Society, (http://www.topoftheweb.net, accessed October 2004). 

65 PLS RAMBOLL and EWORX (2004). Top of the Web Survey on Quality and Usage of Public e-Services, European 
Commission DG Information Society and Media (http ://europa.eu.int/information_society/activities/egovernment_ 
research/doc/top_of_the_web_report_2004.pdf, accessed February 2005). 

In the course of the 2004 survey a total of 48,228 users (9,896 citizens and 28,332 
businesses) answered the questionnaire and represents the largest survey conducted so far, 
on how the European users perceive public e-services quality. Its limitation derives from the 
fact that it is not based on a representative sample, on the other hand the main findings seem 
robust and replicable and are consistent with the results of the first 2003 survey66. Moreover, 
it gathers evaluation based on actually experience and should therefore avoid the expectations 
effect.  

The objectives of these surveys were to: 

• Identify which online public services are currently used by citizens/businesses; 

• Analyse the level of quality of on-line public services; 

• Gather information about to what extent public services are being used (usage) and 
whether customer expectations about services’ quality are being met. 

Three are the issues, reflecting the perceived quality of an online service, measured in the 
survey: 

• Overall evaluation 
•  Usabil ity 

• Perceived benefits  

Usability, conceived as the ease with which visitors are able to find and to use a web site, is 
given great emphasis in the study as “usability is about effectiveness (the degree to which 
users are able to complete tasks and achieve the intended goal), efficiency (the resources 
required by the users to complete tasks and goals) and user satisfaction'67. Five are the 
usability criteria measured in this survey: 

• Is the website easy to find? 

• Is the e-service easy to find? 
• Is the e-service easy to use? 
• Is the language understandable? 

• Is the speed of the website satisfactory? 

An odds-ratio is calculated for users evaluation, to take a closer look at what satisfied users 
have experienced. This ratio means how satisfied is the user if his/her expectations are met. 
The results from survey point out that the easiness of use public e-services is the most 
important factor and it is related to a 8.6 odds-ratio. This means that it is 8.6 times more likely 
that the user is satisfied if this aspect is fulfilled, than if it is not.  
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The benefits measured are: 

•  Saved time 
• Gained flexibility 

• Getting more and better information 

• Receive better help 

• Getting a faster case/reply 

• Getting better control over the process 

•  Save money 

Citizens and Business rank these benefits in the same order and for both category of users the 
most important ones are saved time and gained flexibility, that together represent the value of 
“going on-line instead in-line  
 
 

Canadian Approach. The government of Canada has been for years at the forefront of 
eGovernment development and, building on the understanding developed on such experience, 
has adopted a broad service vision that focuses on client-centric delivery reflected in a 
performance measurement framework that encompasses three main outcomes: 

• Citizen /client-centred government, including: 

o Convenience  

o Accessibility 

o Credibility 
• Better more responsive service, including: 

o Critical mass of services 
o Take-up 

o Service Transformation 
o Citizen/ Client satisfaction 

• capacity for online delivery, including: 
o Security 
o Privacy 
o Efficiency 
o Innovation 

While citizen / client satisfaction is only one of the item among those listed above, it is evident 
that the overall framework is very much oriented toward dimensions relevant for users and for 
the quality of services. Indeed Canada has developed a Common Measurement Tool (CMT) for 
measuring client satisfaction69. The CMT provides public organizations with a set of standard 
questions and standard measurement scales for use in surveying their clients. It is a 
comprehensive collection of potential survey questions that an organization may select from, 
to custom design a client satisfaction survey that meets its information requirements. The use 
of standard questions allows the organization to benchmark progress over time and, since 
questions are standard, organizations can compare results with other organizations within the 
same business line. To ensure this ability to benchmark performance, several core questions 
are required for inclusion in all surveys. Designed to provide client feedback to any public 
organization and ensure that all aspects of client service are considered, the CMT is conceived 
around five key elements: 
 

69 A variety of sources are used to measure users satisfaction that include: a) Omnibus surveys (e.g., 
EKOS’ Information Highway studies, Ipsos-Reid research, NFO) b) Interactive surveys ( Citizens First 
and Taking Care of Business studies, EKOS’ Information Highway studies, Ipsos-Reid research, NFO 
Interactive surveys, TBS GOL Internet Research Panel) as reported in Treasury Board of Canada 
Secretariat (TBS), (2004), Performance Measurement, op. cit., pp. 19-63. 
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• Client expectations; 

• Perceptions of the service experience; 

• Satisfaction levels; 
• Levels of importance; 
• Priorities for service improvements.  

 
… 
 
 

3.2.2. Methodological complexities of users surveys 

The first complexity entailed in measuring users satisfaction through surveys concerns the 
issue of expectations in general and of already formed ‘predisposition towards government’ of 
those who respond to such surveys. In general the marketing law formulated by Maister76 can 
be applied: 

Satisfaction = perception – expectation 

In brief both perception and expectations are influenced by a number of variables that have 
little to do with the actual level of the quality of the services measured77. In this respect 
Bouckaert and Van de Walle, for instance, warn on the danger of the mechanistic reasoning 
according to which: increasing the quality of governance will increase satisfaction and trust 
and, therefore, trust and satisfaction indicators from surveys can be used as proxies for good 
governance78. In fact, the authors explain that the causal relationship between satisfaction and 
trust can be fruitfully analysed only if the already formed ‘predisposition towards government’ 
of those who respond to such survey is controlled for. 

72 http://www.theacsi.org/press releases/ACSI%20E-Gov%20Mar.05%20Press%20Release.pdf 

73 http://www1.worldbank.org/publicsector/indicators.htm. 

74 http://rru.worldbank.org/InvestmentClimate/  

75 On the other hand, data are still available in the website on recent new European Member States such 
as Slovenia, Poland, etc. 

76 Maister, D. “The Psychology of Waiting Lines”, in J Czepiel, M. Solomon, and C. Suprenant (eds), The 
Service Encounter: Managing Employees-Customer Interaction in Service Business, Lexington, 
Lexington Books, 1995. 

77 As shown, for instance, in a study of dissatisfaction and trust regarding six Flemish public agencies, of 
which 3 distribute subsidies and 3 levy taxes, not surprisingly they found that, regardless of actual 
services quality, the former three scored much better than the latter three in citizens attitudes surveys 
(Kampen, Jarl K., Steven Van de Walle and Geert Bouckaert (2003) “Interpreting soft indicators of 
performance in the public sector. The impact of the predisposition of citizens towards government.”, 
working paper, Public Management Institute, K.U. Leuven, Belgium, 
http://soc.kuleuven.be/io/pubpdf/io05060015 egpa . pdf , accessed March 2005).  

78 Bouckaert, G. and S. Van de Walle “Comparing measures of citizen trust and user satisfaction as 
indicators of “good governance: difficulties in linking trust and satisfaction indicators”, International 
Review of Administrative Sciences, vol.69 (2003), p. 330. 
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If expectations and pre-formed judgement are not controlled for this weaken the validity of the 
data as a measure of the actual experience of quality. The effects of perceptions (public 
bureaucrcay is generally bad) and expectations (public bureaucracy should offer more) cannot 
be taken out from surveys without using relatively sophisticated models79 that control for the 
particular predisposition of respondents toward government and thus produce a reliable 
measure of users satisfaction with a particular public service. Another alternative is the one 
followed in the American Customer Satisfaction Index where the directly observable outcomes 
that are assumed to shape satisfaction are included in the construction of the aggregate score 
measuring users satisfaction. 

Other less complex methodological issues that nonetheless require attention concern so called 
‘survey errors’ . Surveys can present four elements contributing to error: 

a) Insufficient sample size; 

b) Coverage error (the sample does not reflect the target population: e.g. survey on 
satisfaction with eGovernment services administered to a sample including respondents 
not possessing a PC); 

c) Measurement error (due to context effect: e.g. survey taken on the quality of public 
services in concomitance with a recent unpopular decision by government); 

d) Non-response error.  

 

3.2.3. Lessons Learnt 

The first lesson that can be derived from the above review is that there are at least four 
sources of data that can be used to measure perceived quality and users satisfaction, the first is 
direct and the latter three indirect: 

1. Directly asking users through traditional random sample surveys and/or interactive 
online surveys (at a more explorative stage also focus groups and one-to-one browsing 
can be used); 

2. Taking the tangible and measured gains produced in terms of time saving, cost avoided 
and flexibility / convenience as observed indirect measures of quality of services 
improvement produced by eGovernment and assume that they translate into increase 
in users satisfaction; 

3. Using web tracking tool to observe online users behaviour and gain indirect evidence of 
satisfaction from elective repeated and cross usage of services; 

4. Defining basic quality parameters of online services and then performing an 
experimental web-based assessment through external auditors who will attempt to use 
the services and register their experience (approach used in the latest Accenture 
eGovernment study). 

The second lesson suggest that traditional random sample users surveys must be designed 
with care if they are to produce valid data on satisfaction where expectations and pre-formed 
judgement are controlled for. The ideal solution is the construction of a composite satisfaction 
index that, as the American eGovernment Customer Satisfaction Index, integrate observed 
outcomes in the construction of the overall score. The construction of such an index is a 
considerable task evidently outside of eGEP scope. As a matter of fact recently the European 
Public Administration Network (EPAN) has started preliminary work for the elaboration of a 
European eGovernment Users Satisfaction Index. 

 

79 See, for instance, the model presented in Kampen et al., op. cit., pp. 3-4. 
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Third, the Top of the web experience indicates that interactive surveys of online users can 
produce robust and replicable data. Such surveys have the draw back of using self-selected 
samples and thus reflect the peculiar attitudes and preferences of a the peculiar population 
consisting of individuals who are connected and use eGovernment services. Such attitudes and 
preferences might not necessarily reflect those of individuals who are online but do not use 
Internet intensively or of those who still are not online. On the other hand, they have the 
advantage of gathering the opinions of respondents who have actually used online public 
services and therefore are clearly less subject to expectations and pre-formed judgement 
distortion. 

Fourth, Top of the web surveys report that for both citizen and businesses the time saved is 
considered, together with flexibility /convenience of use, as the most important benefit 
produced by eGovernment services and thus confirm the suitability of using tangible outcomes 
produced in terms of time savings as an indirect but observable and measurable indicators of 
quality of services and users satisfaction. 

Finally, again from Top of the web, we learn the important lesson on the crucial relevance of 
usability of online public services as contribution to the effectiveness (the degree to which 
users are able to complete tasks and achieve the intended goal), and efficiency (the resources 
required by the users to complete tasks and goals) of usage, that considerably determines 
user satisfaction. 

As a result of this review and in line with eGEP overall work and approach we can then propose 
the following sources-driven decomposition of the quality of services and users satisfaction into 
three dimensions. 

1) Observable (objective) Tangible Quality Outcomes: 

• Reduction in the number of officially filed complaints; 

• Time Saved; 
• Flexible usage; 
• Users loyalty; 

2) Unobservable (subjective) Intangible Dimensions of Quality: 

• Correspondence of services to users’ needs (perceived usefulness of services);  

• Perceived accuracy and credibility of information provided; 
• Satisfaction on how security and privacy issues are handled; 
• Overall users rating of eGovernment services. 

3) Externally Measurable (third party judgement) Functional Dimensions of Quality:  

• Usability; 
• Seamless service provision (cross-agency delivered services); 
• Innovative service provision; 
• Proactive communication and user education/help; 

The data for the first dimension can come from administrative records and/or Standard Cost 
Model calculations, as well as from web metrics. This the objective and most quantifiable 
dimension. The second dimension concerns instead the subjective perspectives of users and 
will have to rely on surveys data. Finally the third is an intermediate dimension that can be 
assessed through external experimentation of online services by a large enough group of 
external auditors to guarantee a certain level of ‘objective inter-subjectivity’. This is somehow 
similar to the approach followed in the latest Accenture eGovernment study. It our view, 
however, that to increase the level of inter-subjectivity, and consequently the reliability of the 
assessment thus produced, the work team should be mixed, with representation of more than 
one research institution and/or consulting company and with inclusion of experts from the 
assessed public administrations. 
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For each dimension composite indicators can be constructed aggregating lower level 
indicators, and in turn the three indicators thus constructed can be further rendered, through 
opportunely selected weights, into a one single simple composite index. We stressed the 
adjective ‘simple’ to clearly render the important fact that such index would not be based on 
causal equation, partial least squares, or other more sophisticated and therefore not of the 
same robustness of the likes of the American Customer Satisfaction Index. 

4. Implementation Methodology Underpinning 

4.1. Building blocks of the Implementation Methodology 

…  
 

4.2. Composite Indicators 
…  

 

 

4.3. Revenue/Risk matrix:  
implication for project portfolio management 

As underlined earlier, being the framework a sort of scorecard to measure the impact of 
eGovernement, either internal and external to the public sector, a criterion based on the 
assessment of the contribution of a specific activity or project to the framework itself 
appears extremely fruitful to policy makers. 

In that perspective, we have suggested that it is useful to compute the global composite 
index for each eGovernment project, including only those variables that are considered 
relevant for the project itself. This can lead to a measurement of the single project 
contribution to the framework, in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and governance, which 
could be quantified as the absolute degree of improvement of the public sector performance. 
The relation between project, framework and overall performance is presented in the 
following exhibit, that depicts in an explanatory manner the link for the analysis of the 
efficiency value driver.  

(see exhibit 11 below) 

Once this evaluation has been accomplished for the entire project portfolio, decision maker can 
make comparisons between projects in terms of contribution to the framework. However, 
selecting projects is a very complex activity, that must take into account both revenues and 
risks associated to each project. As a matter of fact, given limited resources, the simultaneous 
evaluation of revenues and risks allows decision makers to select projects in terms of expected 
value. This selection can be done by the mean of a revenue/risk matrix in which each project is 
identified along three dimensions: 

• Revenues: it is equal to the value released by the project, in terms of economic-
financial value generated; in our approach revenues can be estimated by the absolute 
degree of improvement of the public sector performance associated to the project. The 
measure is provided by the percentage amount of the global composite indicator; 

• Risk: associated with each project, it is measurable through the assessment the 
volatility or variability of relevant variables for the project: costs, revenues (degree of 
improvement of the public sector performance), lead time of the project, etc. The measure 
is provided by the complement to one of the ratio between global composite indicator 
accounting for risk and global composite indicator not accounting for it. 

• Resources: amount of resources invested, in terms of man-hours (FTEs) or in terms of 
economic-financial value of the investments for the project. In our framework this amount 
is equal to the total costs of the project. 
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Exhibit 11 Project, Framework and Economic Model Link (Exemplificative) 

 

 

All three dimensions are then joined in a single matrix (see the following exhibit), whose two 
dimensions are represented by risks and revenues, while the third dimension (resources) is 
represented by the size of the circle that identify each project.  

(see exhibit 12 below) 

At a first glance to the Exhibit, it is possible to identify a first set of constraints, referring to a 
minimum value of revenues acceptable and a maximum level of risk sustainable. Consideration 
about constraints allow for reducing the alternatives of choice available and, thus, rejecting 
some projects that appear external to the area of the matrix actually appealing for the firm. 
Another constraint to be considered is resource-availability. It is represented as a line that 
divides the matrix in two portions, the one on the high left corner that includes the acceptable 
projects that could be selected in the portfolio, the other in the right side of the line, referring 
to the unacceptable projects. The resource-availability constraint line is conceived as a linear 
utility curve, whose inclination measures the risk-aversion of the decision maker. In the matrix 
the above-mentioned line is drawn from the high left corner that identifies a high relevant area 
of low risk so that it displays the most appealing projects, continuing toward the opposite 
corner that identifies an area less attractive given the high risk/low earning profile. Moving from 
the high left corner to the low right one, the line meets with projects characterized by a decreasing 
utility scale, until it stops in correspondence of the resources saturation. By this way, the line 
identifies the desirable portfolio.  
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Exhibit 12 Risk-Revenue Matrix 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Annex A not included in abridged version 06/2008 WiBe-TEAM PR] 
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